SERGEANT AUDIE MURPHY CLUB BOARD UNIFORM INSPECTION SHEET
NAME (LAST, FIRST)

(FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE MCOE SAMC BOARD PROCEEDING INSTRUCTIONS)
RANK
UNIT

SUBJECT:
(IAW AR-670-1)
1. General Appearance: (4 out of 5)
a. General Grooming (Hair, Facial Hair, Fingernails, Cosmetics)
b. Uniform fits properly
c. Uniform is clean, serviceable, and pressed
d. All brass is polished and free of fingerprints
e. Footwear is clean, serviceable, and polished
2. Identification (ID) tags and ID card present (1 out of 1)
3. Jacket: (3 out of 4)
a. Males: single-breasted, extends below the crotch, conforming to body shape with no prominent
flare, sleeve length is 1” below bottom of wrist
b. Females: single-breasted, hip-length, conforming to body shape with no prominent flare, sleeve
length is 1” below bottom of wrist
c. Rank: sew-on rank, rank will be centered on the sleeve between shoulder seam and elbow
d. Service Stripes: centered on the outside bottom half of the left sleeve, at a 45 degree angle, with the
lower end towards the inside seam
e. Overseas Service Bars: centered on the outside bottom half of the right sleeve
4. A. Trousers/Slacks:
a. Fitted and worn so that the center of the waistband is at the natural waistline
b. Front crease of the slacks will reach the top of the instep, touching the top of the foot or the shoe at
the shoelaces
c. Will be cut on a diagonal line to reach a point approximately midway between the top of the heel
and the top of the standard shoe in the back. (They may have a slight break in the front.)
B. Skirts:
a. Skirts are worn so that the waistband sits naturally on the waistline, will fit properly, and length will
be between 1” above and 2” below the center of knee
5. Shirt: (1 out of 1)
a. When wearing long sleeve: sleeve length will extend to the center of the wrist bone
b. Short Sleeve is authorized for wear (optional)
6. Accessories: (9 out of 12)
a. Necktie/Necktab: males will wear four-in-hand tie no shorter than 2” above belt or longer than
bottom of belt buckle (tie tack/clasp optional); females will wear necktab
b. Belt: worn with trousers/slacks so that tipped end passes through the buckle but no fabric can be
seen (Males: 1¼” buckle, end to wearer’s left; Female: 1” buckle with tuck-in shirt end to wearer’s
right)
c. Nameplate: properly placed
d. Insignias: worn and properly placed
e. Service Ribbons: worn in order of precedence from left to right in one or more rows with no more
than four in a row and either no space or 1/8” between rows
f. Unit Awards: worn with laurel leaves facing upward on wearer’s right side
g. Regimental Distinctive Insignia: worn properly above unit awards or nametape
h. Distinctive Shoulder Insignia: centered on shoulder loop, centered with base towards shoulder seam
i. Devices (Appurtenances): affixed to service ribbons to denote additional awards, participation in an
event, or a unique characteristic of the award
j. Combat, Marksmanship, and Special Skill Badges and tabs worn and properly placed
k. SSI-FWTS or CSIB worn and properly placed
m. Jewelry: a wristwatch, a wrist identification bracelet (limited to medical alert and MIA/POW
bracelets), and a total of two rings is authorized
7. All authorized items are reflected in the Soldier’s records (ERB) (1 out of 1)

DATE
PASS/FAIL

BOARD MEMBER ____________________________________ DATE __________ (5 out of 7) GO ____ NO GO ____
MCOE SAMC Form A1 (SEP 2011)

Previous editions are obsolete.

